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Topicality: first of all it is caused by the high importance of the French state in the history of the international relations. It is impossible to deny an important role which France plays in modern European and universal systems. Being the largest state of Western Europe, third in the world on force the nuclear power, the French Republic deserves detailed studying of its geopolitical concepts which in many respects have defined its high situation in the world community.

As object of this research the foreign policy of the state acts.

Subject of work is the analysis of a foreign policy of France.

The purpose of work consists in the analysis of the foreign policy status of France at the present stage.

Research objectives:
- to consider concept and essence of foreign policy;
- to investigate conceptual bases of formation of foreign policy of the state;
- to characterize preconditions of formation of foreign policy of France;
- to analyse a modern foreign policy of France.

Scientific novelty:
conceptual bases of formation of foreign policy of the state are investigated, and is revealed that the role of the certain states in many respects decreases, for example, in favor of the international organizations participation in which imposes ordering conditions on actions of national diplomacya;
the foreign policy of France is analysed, and is sun-dried that the international relations and foreign policy of France are at a boundary of XX-XXI of centuries field of activity not only the president, the government, the Ministries
of Defence, foreign affairs and National assembly, but also the international organizations (in particular, EU, NATO).

**structure:** Work consists of the introduction, two heads, four paragraphs, the conclusion, a bibliography including 104 names, including 27 in foreign languages

**Summary**

Special value for foreign policy of France has its geographical position. France supports the world status thanks to active participation in the international universal and regional organizations. The country is the permanent member of the UN Security Council. Supporting exclusive situation in this authoritative organization, France actively participated and participates in implementation of numerous peace initiatives of the UN in the Middle East, in Africa, Cambodia,